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When storing your jewelry, be sure that you store it in a place with low humidity and free of open air. Store jewelry
in a sealed box or drawstring po
It is better to use boxes, compartments, holders, and hooks for keeping pieces separate. Jewelry should not be
lumped together in a pile. This can damage fragile, delicate jewelry, and necklaces can become very tangled in
other jewelry pieces.
If you want to buy sterling silver pieces, use a magnet and examine the jewelry very carefully. Use the magnet to
detect fake jewelry; real silver will not be attracted to the magnet, but the cheaper metals will. Sterling silver
always has some sort of stamp to indicate it is sterling. If the piece is not hallmarked in any way, be leery of its
authenticity because oftentimes it is a sign of a fake.
Jewelry should be stored in an air-tight and humid free area. To maximize protection, put your jewelry in a jewelry
box or a small drawstring bag. Precious, as well as non-precious metals, will tarnish if they are exposed to humidity
and air over time. It is possible to restore precious metals to their previous state, but it's better to avoid damaging
them in the ﬁrst place.
If you wish to keep a piece of jewelry looking fantastic, preventing it from tarnishing is important. Keep your
jewelry away from water. Lots of jewelry materials are dulled or tarnished by water exposure. You can give your
jewelry an additional layer of protection by applying a thin coat of clear nail polish to it.
When you're considering a diamond purchase, plan on shopping around and making comparisons. Take a close
look at a truly top notch diamond, and then hold everything else you consider to that standard. Keep an eye out for
deceptive tricks to cause you to think a diamond is better than it actually is.
Many people ﬁnd it hard to shop for unique individuals. The trick is picking something unique for them, maybe
something made just for them. A one-of-a-kind jewelry piece is a great way to show someone how much they mean
to you.
Wear jewelry for at least a day to see if it hangs correctly and is comfortable. Doing this also tells you how well it
stands up to normal daily wear.
If you are in the market for new jewelry, look for sales! If you ﬁnd the right sale, you might see a lot of savings.
Locate the best prices online, in newspapers and in stores. You could get great jewelry at discounts close to 50%,
especially when it comes to styles that are being phased out.
When you are purchasing jewelry, you should avoid making a purchase simply because it carries a particular brand
name. Not may people notice trendy names or brands in jewelry. If the salesperson tries to push a certain brand in
you, they probably paid too much for the item as well. It is easy to ﬁnd quality pieces from a variety of brands.
Any piece of jewelry that wraps around and attaches, such as a necklace or a bracelet, absolutely must have a
quality clasp. Without a decent clasp, you risk losing your expensive stones or chains. Valuable bracelets and
necklaces should be secured with a safety clasp. If there is a piece that you simply cannot aﬀord to lose, try an
additional clasp for added safety.
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